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ABSTRACT
Human face detection by computer systems has become a major field of interest. Face detection algorithms are
used in a wide range of applications, such as security control, video retrieving, biometric signal processing,
human computer interface, face recognitions and image database management. However, it is difficult to
develop a complete robust face detector due to various light conditions, face sizes, face orientations,
background and skin colors. In this report, we propose a face detection method for color images. Our method
detects skin regions over the entire image, and then generates face candidates based on a connected component
analysis. Finally, the face candidates are divided into human face and non-face images by an enhanced version
of the template-matching method.
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I.INTRODUCTION
The goal of this project is to detect and locate human faces in a color image. A set of seven training images were
provided for this purpose. The objective was to design and implement a face detector in MATLAB that will
detect human faces in an image similar to the training images. The problem of face detection has been studied
extensively. A wide spectrum of techniques have been used including color analysis, template matching, neural
networks, support vector machines (SVM), maximal rejection classification and model based detection.
However, it is difficult to design algorithms that work for all illuminations, face colors, sizes and geometries,
and image backgrounds. As a result, face detection remains as much an art as science. Our method uses rejection
based classification. The face detector consists of a set of weak classifiers that sequentially reject non-face
regions. First, the non-skin color regions are rejected using color segmentation.

II. IMPLEMENTATION OF THE PROJECT
A set of morphological operations are then applied to filter the clutter resulting from the previous step. The
remaining connected regions are then classified based on their geometry and the number of holes. Finally,
template matching is used to detect zero or more faces in each connected region. A block diagram of the
detector is shown in Figure 1.
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2.1 Skin Color Segmentation
During the execution of the detector, segmentation is performed as follows:
1

1. The input image is subsampled at 2:1 to improve computational efficiency

2

2. The resulting image is converted to HSV color space

3

3. All pixels that fall outside the H and S thresholds are rejected (marked black).

2.2 Morphological Processing
Figure 2 shows that skin color segmentation did a good job of rejecting non-skin colors from the input image.
However, the resulting image has quite a bit of noise and clutter. A series of morphological operations are
performed to clean up the image, as shown in Figure 4. The goal is to end up with a mask image that can be
applied to the input image to yield skin color regions without noise and clutter.

Figure 2.Image after histogram thresholding (training image 1)
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Figure 1.Block diagram of face detector

2.3 Morphological Processing
Figure 2 shows that skin color segmentation did a good job of rejecting non-skin colors from the input image.
However, the resulting image has quite a bit of noise and clutter. A series of morphological operations are
performed to clean up the image, as shown in Figure 4. The goal is to end up with a mask image that can be
applied to the input image to yield skin color regions without noise and clutter.
A description of each step is as follows:
1.

Since morphological operations work on intensity images, the color segmented image is converted into a
gray scale image.

2.

Intensity thresholding is performed to break up dark regions into many smaller regions so that they can be
cleaned up by morphological opening. The threshold is set low enough so that it doesn’t chip away parts of
a face but only create holes in it.
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3.

Morphological opening is performed to remove very small objects from the image while preserving the
shape and size of larger objects in the image. The definition of a morphological opening of an image is
erosion followed by dilation, using the same structuring element for both operations. A disk shaped
structuring element of radius 1 is used.

4.

Hole filling is done to keep the faces as single connected regions in anticipation of a second much larger
morphological opening. Otherwise, the mask image will contain many cavities and holes in the faces.

5.

Morphological opening is performed to remove small to medium objects that are safely below the size of a
face.

Figure 2.1 Mask image generated as the output of morphological operations

Figure 2.2 Image resulting from application of mask to the gray scale input image.
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2.4 Connected Region Analysis
The image output by morphological processing still contains quite a few non-face regions. Most of these are
hands, arms, regions of dress that match skin color and some portions of background. In connected region
analysis, image statistics from the training set are used to classify each connected region in the image.
II.3.1 REJECTION BASED ON GEOMETRY
We defined four classes of regions that have a very high probability of being non-faces based on their bounding
box:
narrow Regions that have a small width, short Regions that have a small height
narrow and tall Regions that have a small width but large height
wide and short Regions that have a large width but small height
We did not define the wide and tall class because that interferes with large regions that contain multiple faces.
Based on the training set image statistics, thresholds were calculated for each class. The constraints were then
applied in the order as shown figure 7.
II.3.2 REJECTION BASED ON EULER NUMBER
The Euler number of an image is defined as the number of objects in the image minus the total number of holes
in those objects. Euler number analysis is based on the fact that regions of the eyes, nose and lips are
distinctively darker from other face regions and show up as holes after proper thresholding in the intensity level.
An adaptive scheme is used to generate the threshold for each connected region. First, the mean and the standard
deviation of the region’s intensity level is calculated. If there is a large spread (i.e. ratio of mean to standard
deviation is high), the threshold is set to a fraction of the mean. This prevents darker faces from breaking apart
into multiple connected regions after thresholding. Otherwise, the threshold is set higher (some multiple of the
standard deviation) to make sure bright faces are accounted for. The threshold region is used to compute its
Euler number e . If e 0 (i.e. less than two holes) we reject the region. This is because the face has at least two
holes corresponding to the eyes. The Euler number for each connected region of training image 1 is shown in
Figure 8.

Figure 3.1 Euler numbers for connected regions in training image1.The result of connected
region analysis is shown in Figure 9
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Figure 3.2.The output of connected region analysis for training image 1.

III.TEMPLATE MATCHING
The basic idea of template matching is to convolve the image with another image (template) that is
representative of faces. Finding an appropriate template is a challenge since ideally the template (or group of
templates) should match any given face irrespective of the size and exact features.
3.1 Template Generation
The template was originally generated by cropping off all the faces in the training set using the ground truth data
and averaging over them. We observed that the intensity image obtained after color segmentation contained
faces with a neck region and so we decided to modify out template to include the neck region. This was done by
taking the intensity image after color segmentation, separating out the connected regions, then manually
selecting the faces and averaging over them. We tried our template matching algorithm with both templates and
observed that the template with the neck region included gave better results than our original one. Both
templates are shown in Figure 9.

Figure 3.3. The templates used: (a) without neck region, (b) with neck region
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3.2 Template Matching Algorithm
We convolved the intensity image obtained from connected region analysis with our template. The results were
reasonable for regions with a single face, as convolution gave a high peak for these regions. However, for
regions containing a bunch of faces clustered together, a simple convolution wasn’t that effective. One obvious
problem was how to detect the convolution peaks. Another one was that faces hidden behind other faces didn’t
register a high enough value to show up as peaks. We also noticed that template matching was highly dependent
on the shape of the template and not so much on the features, so that using a single face as a template actually
gave poorer results. A drawback of this was that regions similar in shape to a face also resulted in convolution
peaks. To get around the problems mentioned earlier, we modified our template matching algorithm. Instead of
doing a single convolution and detecting the peaks, we did a convolution, looked at the coordinates of the

Figure 3.4: A region from training image 7 containing six connected faces

Figure 3.5: Template matching in action: Successive faces are detected in from (a) to (f).
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Maximum peak blacked out a rectangular region (similar in size to the template) around those coordinates and
repeated the same process again till the maximum peak value was below a specified threshold. Figure 10 shows
a region containing six connected faces. Shows the template matching algorithm in work. The results obtained
were far superior to those obtained by doing a single convolution. One drawback, though, was that for some of
the larger faces, we were getting repeated hits. To solve this problem, we introduced an adaptive way of
blacking out the region around the coordinates of the maximum peak whereby a bigger rectangle was used to
black out larger faces. Noticing that larger faces were almost always in the lower half of the image, the size of
the rectangle was chosen differently depending on where the coordinates of the maximum peak were located.
The result was that we were able to separate out all the faces in a clustered group across the entire training set
without getting repeated hits for large faces.

IV.SIMULATION RESULT
Input Image

Figure 3.7
Output Image

Figure 3.6
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V.CONCLUSION
This paper presents a face detector with a reasonably good accuracy and running time. However, many aspects
of the design are tuned for the constrained scene conditions of the training images provided, hurting its
robustness. This is not unfair given the scope and requirements of the project. Our algorithm is sensitive to the
color information in the image and will not work for a gray scale image. We feel that detecting connected faces
was the hardest part of the project. A great deal of time was spent coming up with a template matching scheme
that adapts well to connected faces, including those that are partly visible.
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